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Stocks to Watch: Apple Inc (AAPL) eased 22 cents to $128.53 after the online media and services giant

raised upcoming bond sales from preliminary $8 billion to  $10 billion.  Order books are  spanning nine

settlement dates and will have exceeded $36 billion. The company’s subsidiaries are separate legal entities

“that have no obligation to pay any amounts due under the notes” nor “make funds available by dividends,

loans or other payments.” 

However the notes will be applicable to creditor-type claims and existing and future liabilities of Apple

subsidiaries or further acquired branches.

Dynegy Inc (DYN) jumped 3% or 28 cents to $9.60 after the utilities provider received final approval to

acquire by February 7 the US portfolio of oil and engineering services firm Engie SA (ENGI.PA) based in

France. The latest acquired property includes 9,017 megawatts of generation capacity for a total of 31,410

megawatts – key to powering about 25 million homes - primarily in the Northeast, Midwest and Texas.

Dynegy is trading at price-to-book multiple of 48 points compared to peer median of 1.21 points based on

business value comparison to Allete Inc (ALE), AES Corp (AES), Calpine Corp (CPN), CenterPoint Energy

Inc (CNP), and NRG Energy Inc (NRG).

Entercom Communications Corp (ETM) surged 11% to $15.70 after the radio broadcaster agreed to pay $30

million termination fee and merge with CBS Corp’s (CBS) radio business in a tax-exempt deal or otherwise

reorganization. Holders of CBS common stock who participate in the split-off will own approximately 72%

of the new company’s diluted shares. CBS’s shares eased 0.7% or 46 cents to $64.14.

The  transaction  relates  to  control  provision  and  is  credit  favorable.  The  existing  debt  at  CBS  Radio,

including $960 million of term loan B and $400 million of senior notes, is expected remain outstanding

while $480 million of existing debt at Entercom will be refinanced with a new $500 million term loan B,

Moody's Investors Service Inc wrote.

Oi SA (OIBR.C) fell 0.52% to $5.77 after the Brazilian telecomm provider avoided bankruptcy proceedings

in the Netherlands where the firm received “suspension of payments” status. Its two Dutch subsidiaries

issued  about  5.8  billion  euro  or  $6.2  billion  of  debt,  or  most  of  company’s  outstanding  bond  debt  of

approximately 8.5 billion euro. Portugal Telecom International Finance BV is leveled as well. 

Oi Brasil Holdings Coöperatief UA based in Amsterdam is a debt issuing vehicle of its parent company. On

June 20 last year the regional branch filed for bankruptcy protection.

Public Debut: Ramaco Resources Inc (METC) priced 6 million shares at $13.50 at the mid-point of earlier

expected range of $12 to $15 a share. The stock will begin trading on the tech-heavy Nasdaq today. Proceeds

will cover investments made by Ramco’s existing owners. Founded in 2016 the company owns and operates

coal mining properties. It is headquartered in Lexington, KY.      

Recent IPOs were also AnaptysBio Inc (ANAB), Jounce Therapeutics Inc (JNCE), and ObsEva SA (OBSV).

The biotech companies raised $75 million, $102 million and $97 million, respectively.

Snap Inc filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission to go public, the camera and software provider

did not disclose the number and price of expected trading of dual-class shares.  The company awaits to

become profitable as it is more popular among teenagers and customers in their twenties.


